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1(I) SYNOPSIS
Simplified plastic theories have been suggested for
structural design by a number Of~~uthors (1), (2), (3).
This dissertation presents some analytical and experimental'
studies relative to the basic assmaptions on which the
simple theory is based. Emphasis has been given to the
effects of factors such as strain hardening, stress concentra-
tion, residual stress, and end restraint of structural
~
members to the structural behavior in plastic range.
Methods of predicting the deflection of steel structures
'in'the plastic range have been Gxplored in different ways
under various assumptions. The influence of inelastic
buckling and high shearing force due to transverse load in
flexural members has also been stndied and discussed.
(II) INTRODUCTION
It is a well-known fact the.t the statically indeter-
minate struct~res such as rigid frames require leRs
, -
material than statically determinate structures due to
continUity. In conventional elastio.design methods, structures
are designed with respect to the load at whioh the calculated
,
maximum stress reaches the yield point, hence forth called
the "initial yield strength" of the structures. But,
especially, in the case of statically indeterminate structures
2a further increase in loads may result even though parts
of their ~embers have yielded. Increased economy can be
achieved if the design can be based on loads greater than
the initial yield strength (14).
Questions have been raised from time to time in regard
to the rational basis of the assumptions of this simple
theory. One reason that the present theory lacks a rational
basis for general application is because there is still
too little known in this field. In previous experimental
work most of the specimens were made of rectangular shaped
sections and were nornlalized or annealed before test. Test
models were limited to small sizes.
Rolled steel Wide flange Sections were chosen in this
program. All the beams were made to have an OVerall
length of twenty-eight feet and were tested in the as-
delivered condition. The purpose of this program was to
simulate the behavior of 'real structures as closely as
possible. The effects of welds, residual stresses, and
stress concentration on the initial yield strength as well
as later plastic behavipr have b~en observed and analyzed
in this dissertation. Attention has been paid to the
~ssumption of neglecting the strain hardening in the simple
theory. Studies were made to determine the interrelation
of strain hardening effect and the type of loading on the
~
c
3ultimate strength. The effect of end restraint in reducing
the possible number of hinges ass~med in the simple
plastic design theory is an important factor considered
herein. Two types of continuous beams, the central soan of
,which have different end restraint, were tested and its
•importance has been pointed out. .A rational method for
predicting deflections of structures in the plastic range
has been developed. Different methods under various assQmp·
tions have been investigated and compared with test results.
Preliminary studies were made on the problems of high shear
force due to transverse loading and inelastic lateral
buckling and inelastic local buckling.
(III) DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROGRAM
(l) TEST SE11 -[TP
The set-up designed for the continuous beam program is
shown schematically in Fig. 1. A 14WF30 member is shown
under test in Fig. 2. The beam specimen rests on two
roll'ers supported by two columns. .A 14WF136 secti on is
used as the base beam.
L,oac1ing equipment, dynamometers, and instruments are
similar to those described in Progress Report No. 2.(6) *
- - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - _0- __ ~ _
* Number refers to the reference listed on page
4Hydraulic jacka and. alUminum tube dynamomete·rs are
.,
, connected between the base 'heam and i>ht;t apecimenat the
., ~' "
loading points for applying and ,measuring theload~ Fig.'
3 - shows the dynamometer and jack at end~ Load""!I1easuriIig"
dynamometers were fabricated from 8-1/2'" diameter EnS-T6
aluminumtubitig~ AD-l type SR-4' strain gages were mounted
on the central section of the tube as shown in'fig III.lQ
.'• l.
FIG. III /
The "active" and 'compensating" gages consist of two
SR-4 gages mounted 180° apart on the tubes and connected
in series to eliminate possible error introduced by eccentric
loading on the tube. Temperature compensation is also
accomplished. Gages were dried with infra-red lamps at a,
temperature of from 120° to 1400 P. A coat of miracle
adhesive was then applied to waterproof the gages.
5Consistent calibration curves of the dynamometers were
obtained 'frmn time to time using a 300,600 lb. Baldwin
hydraulic testing machine, as a standard. Due to slight
non-linearity in the low-load range, readings were taken' '
.directly from the calibration CU~V~S<l
, ~
Load was applied to the jacks with oil pumps mounted
on the control table as shown in Fig. 4. SR-4 type K strain
indicators for measuring the load on the dynamometers
(also shown in Fig. 4.) were also·placed on the top of the
table for the convenience of controlling the load~
A bracing frame was used to prevent lateral deflection,
Fig. 5. The surfaces of the bracing frames were lubricated
prior to the test, and the specimen was allowed to deflect
vertically with only slight friction. A "friction" test
was conducted prior to each main test to assure this
conditiono
Apparatus for testing the control beam was identical
to that used in the previous be~l1 test program described
in Progress Report 1.(6) Over a 14-ft. span, third-point
loading is applied through rollers on special loading
brackets. F~g. 6 shows the general view of the test set-up~
(2) PREPARATION OF SPECIMEN
One simply-supported control beam and five continuous
beams were tested. All the specimens are tabulated below:
6TABLE I
8WF40 =~-::-= Simply Supported
1/ Simulated Con-~.!_!--ti
-
• tinuous Beam a
1/ l-2"_~_!_"7f . J Simnlated lirarne a
II Simulated Con-L •••
.... - l~ ____ :::n ........ tinuous Beam b
II II c
l4WF30 " b
Beam No.
Bl
B2
B3
B4
B5
B7
Size of Member Loading Type of test
Support
Detail
j lI _
t I ~ ~
I Ii
I II
•
.suPi-? or! De tai/~
•
I ,
Il'"- ---'J
o ~ - - - -=-=--=== 'I- - --- :J
Load Carrier
FIG. IJI 2-
Except for Test No~ B3, all the continuous beams were
tested to simulate a "fixed-ended ll beam of 14-foot span.
This was accomplished by applying load at the end~ of the
overhanging portion sufficient to return the member to a
level position after the application of each load increment.
In Test 3 less than full restraint wa.s provided at support
poi~ts, the cantilever ends' being maintained at the same
deflection as at the supports. Loading carri~rs welded to
each specimen at each load point brought tlw applied load
directly to the web of the beam, Fig. 111.2.
All specimens were tested in the as-delivered condition
and had section properties as shown in Table 11..
TABLE II
.
Beam Area Depth It"'''lange Web Ix Zx
Section Width Thickness' Thick-
• ness
8WP40 Hand Book 11.76 8.25 80077 .558 .365 146.3
Measured 11.66 8.32 8.06 .552 .370 147.0 39.65
%Variation 0.85 0.84 0087 1.07 1.~7 0.05
14WF30 I-Ianc1 Book 8.81 13.86 6.?33 .383 .270 289 0 6
Measured 9.11 13.78 6082 .382 .281 295 0 3 48.35
%Variation 3.33 0.06 1.50 0.34 1.1 2.05
number were mounted in the region near the support points of
. ,
the beam to obtain the strain distribution in the elastic and
•
8plastic ranges to enable a study to be made of the combined '
effects on the strength of the beams of stress concentration,
residual'stress, and the change of mechanical properties
of the material due to welds.
AX-6 type strain gages were mounted on the web of the
beam in the region of maximum' shear stress.
1h1axial strain gages were also mounted along the pure
bending .section of the beam to secure data for experimental
M-~ ~urves.(6) A typical strain gage location diagram is
shown in Fig. 7. As illustrated in Fig. 8,.deflections were
measured at thirteen points along the beam using Ames dial
gages. Two dial gages fitted with sharpened points were
mounted on tests 4 and 5 between the upper and lower
flanges near the supports to measure the local buckling of
the co:npresslon flange as shown belm,v.
n-==
I I
V I
I IIJ-J,~~
FIG. m 3
•"
9
Rotations at 'each load point Were measured with level
bars. (16) In the test of beam B3 rotations were l"ileasured
at the support poihts a~ well. However, in the remainder
of .the progrtml i t'~was desired to f(l.aintain a II fixed-ended"
condition at these points. As indicated above, this was
accomplished with the aid of the level bar.by maintaining
zero a~gle change at the supports.
On all tests except B2, two level. bars were mounted
perpendi cularly to t.he longitudinal axis of the beam to
measure lateral buckling rotation of the central span,
Fig. 11I.4.
FIG. ill" 4
As is the custom in Fritz Laboratory in structural steel
te sts where .. yielding is expected1whi tewash ( hydrated lime)·
was applied as an aid in studying the lni tial yield strength
10
of the beam to. indi cate the yielding pattern and the
progression of plastic zones in the inelastic range.
(4) 'rEc;'r PHOCBDUREo
•• • I •• •
After the specimen was pre[)::.-tl'ecl, the beam vms erectod
on, the stJ.piJOrtfJ and aligned by using levels and plumb
bobs. Dial gages and level bars were then mounted. Hydraulic
pumps and jacks v/ere c onnecte d, £1.nd late ral support
clearances CldJusted and lubricated to asSUre least fr:tction
force between the specimen and the lateral support frame.
The c ircui t of the dynamometers VIas connected and checked
for proper functioning.
Tho test program, 'which involved the sequ.ence of land
(-
increm.ents, readings taken, etc., ':Jas outlined before each to at.
Alterations were sometimes made during the test when they
were found neces sary. A regul~lr set of reading was taken by
the followinG procedure. •
The load increment was det(>,]:'mined according to the
prepared outline.
Headings were set on the stl·:.~:'n indicators connected to
the d-;{nam01ileters a.nd loads were applied slowly, evenlyp and
in small increments to hold the reading and maintain constant
the test condition of specimen. Readings of dial gages, level
bars and SR-4 ~ages were then taken.
11
, When yielding occurs under consts.nt load in the
plastic range, a specified period of time must elapse to
permit the penetratio~ of the yield zones into the
spe~imen. The c~iterion for the period of waiting will be
discussed in a late~ paragraph~
All tests were carried on tilrough the plastic ran;e
continuously, to avoid the discontinuous increase ~f
strength of the beam introduced by the effect ·of strain
agingo
In one test loads were returned to zero after each
increment to measure the permanent set. Loads were kept
constant while r'eadings were talcen. Curves of some
deflection and strain data ,were plotted against :I:0ad during
the test, as a check on the proper functioning of apparatus.
In the plastic range, yielding proceeds very slowlY<t
Unless the test procedure were modified, a-considerable
time would elapse before absolute static eqUilibrium
conditions would be obtained. A criterion was adopted for
taking readings under such circu.mstances as follows: When
the increase of deflection in the c.antral dial gage of the
beam Vias less than 0.002 11 within 15 minutes a whole set of
,peadings was taken. The test then proceeo:ed wi th another
increment of load. Even this procedure meant that a single
test reqUired a considerable amount of time,. usually
approaching a week of continuous testlngo
12
(IV) PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF
TEST RESUVrS
•
This section is divided into six Bub-sections. The
first three sections are devoted to a discussion of some
.
basic ass~~ptions made in the simple plastic theQry and of
the elastic and ~lastic behaviors of a steel structure
affected by various factors. Section 4 contains a study
on various methods of calculating deflections of a steel
structure in the plastic range. Experimental date. of
deflections 01' tested beams are compared with values
calculated by various methods.
Fund~lental concepts of buckling strength of structural
_steel compression members in the plastic ra'lge are
formulated in section 5. Discussions suggest the need of
further research work.
Shear failures in webeof I or rectangUlar sections are
analyzed in section 6. Stress and strain distribution in
beam sections under transverse shear force in the plastic
range are discussed.
(1) Bmmnm STRENGTH OF I-SECTIONS UNDER PURE MOMENT
a) M-0 relation of bendinfA members
In elastic beam theory the strain due to bending is
assumed to vary linearly over a cross-section normal to the
. axis of the beam. This same assumption bas been extended
13
in the simple plastic theory (,.g) after the member reached
the plastic range. The stress and strain relation in a
bent member is assumed to be the, same as found ina simple
tension ol'compression test. The idealized stress and
strain diagram without exhibiting an uppe~ yield point
would give the stress distribution as in Figs. 9 and 10~
The M-4 relation of any section can there'fore be
I
computed. The M-0 relation for an I-section, in the case
in which the material does not exhibit an upper yield
point, has been computed and plotted in Fig. 9. In the
simple plastic theory the strain hardening effect of mild
'steel (1), (2) has been neglected; consequently, the M-0
relation is as showri in Fig. 10. The bending moment in
any beam section will then approach a limit as 0 approaches
infinity. The limiting moment is called the plastic hinge
moment Mp •
Mp =<ry Z
Where Z = Static moment of the section about its
neutral axis.
~j
cry = Lower yield point.
M-0' curves of the- control beam test Bl and continuous
(beams B2, B3, B4 and B5 plotted from deflection and strain
gages are shown in Fig. 11 and 12. These curves show that
the observed plastlc strength is as much as ten perc,ent
lower than the predicted value. One reason for this dis·
14
crepancy is the assumption in the theory tha·t plastic strain
1s unifoF~ly proportional to the distance from the neutral
axis. This is not the actual case. When yielding begins
in the flanges of an I-section, the plastic strain is
assumed to be uniformly dlstri buted as shown in Pig. 13('lc).
Actually local plastic zones are formed due to stress
concentration and they penetrate the beam much deeper than
assumed in the theory as in Fig. 13(ld) •.At the same time
some regions in the outer fiber of the flange may still be
in the elastic range. As the load increases, the plastic
zone spreads toward the neutral axis and strain distribution
of the actual case as in Fig. 13(2d) will then approach
the one assume d as in Fig. 13 (2c) •
Consider a beam section under constant moment as in
Pig. 13 (ld) • Some parts of the· outer fiber of the section
will start to yield as the moment reaches a certain value,
and those parts may have higher residual stress, weaker
mechanical property, or stress concentration. As has
been also mentioned by other authors, in many cases, a
lower stress is required to begin a slip band adjacent to
one already formed than to initiate the original band. It
is obvious that the forming of those local plastic zones
in the beam section will result in a higher i value even
though the mOlllent ,is kept unchanged. The fact that annealed
beams checked with the the.oretical M-0 curve better than the
15
, di "-. d l·t" (6)results from oeams teste n as-Qe~lVere conel lon ,
may be due partly to the fact that the as-delivered beams
have a higher residual stress, hence, in the initial
stages of yielding more local plastic zones formed than
in an annealed beam.
As mentioned before when the plastic zone in the beam
penetrates close to the neutral axis the actual H-.z
relation will approach the theoretically assumed case.
This fact has been confirmed by the test results of M-0
curves plotted in Fig. 14. These M-~ curves were
plotted from strain gages located on the beam as shown in
the S~le figure. These curves also show a discrepancy
between the expertmental and theoretical values in the
early part of the curves. But the experimental curve
approaches the theoretical curve as the plastic zone
spreads closer to the neutral axis of the beam.
In erlgineering design, due to the fact that the
deflection of a structure must usually be held within a
certain limit, the early part of the M-0 curve will be
a region of importance in design(l3). However, the
discrepancy between the expertmeutal and theoretical
M-0 values can be compensated in I-sectic'lls by neglecting
I
the sha~)e :factor (Which :t3 defined as the rat:1.q of yield
moment ancl plastic hinge moment of the secti on.)
16
The .I;T ....0' curve for 14WF30 section, beam B7, is plotted
in Fig. 15. This M-0' curve failed to reach the calculated •
value even after the yielding deeply penetrated into the
web. OWing to, the geometric shape of this ~ind of
section severe plastic buckling was observed in this
specimen. The reduction of the bending moment is believed
due to the bnckling of the cOl1lpressi~n flange of the bearn.
The problem of plastic buckling will be discussed in a later
section.
The phenomenon that a lower stress is required to begin
a slip ba'old adjacent to one already formed, than to
initiate the original band, has also been observed in the
continuons beam t~st program and another previous beam
program in Fritz Laboratory. Fig. 16 shoVJs an annealed 411
I-beam tested into the plastic ranGe. It can be seen [roB
the white4vash on the beam that the plastic zones had
begun at the -(;':'0 loading point s where there was stress
concentration. 'r'he central portion, though under the same
moment, \"las still in the elast:tc range while the se ction
near the loading points went very far into the plastic
range. The plastic zone was observed to proceed frrnn both
ends to the center as load increased,. No plastic zone
started at the central portion possibly because the beam
was annealed a~'Ld its mechaYJ.ical property is rather y.niform ..
17
On the other hand, the beginning'of plastic zones in the
continuous beam tests was quite 'different. Yielding lines
were initiated at several places in the central span wluch
was unde'r constant moment when the load reached a certain
value, as shown in Fig. 17. Residual stresses introduced
in the rolling m~ll in the continuous beam probably are
. the reason fer the initiation ef more plastic zones in the
/,
beam.
b) ,S.tr,ain diatribution in plastic bend,lng
In the previous article it has been pointed out that
in the ,early part of the plastic range;' local plastic
zones are initiated in the section of the continuous beams
under constant moment. It is obvious that the assumption
,
that the strain distribution is linear does not hold true
in the plastic range. Whe'n the beam is also under shea.r
force due to a transver~e load, this assumption is even
further from the actual case. Fig. 1.8(1) and 18(2) shows
the strain di.stribution of a, beam secti on under pure
bending. Fig. 18(3) shows the strain distribution ora,
..
beam section under bending and' small, shear force. Fig~ 18(4-),;
, ,
shows a section under bending and high shear force. These
diagrams clearly indicate that the assumption holds 'very
well in elastic range, but not in plastic' range. However,
the discrepancy between the assum~tion and actual strain
18
distrlb~tion at one section may be very high, but the
integrated angle change and deflection over a certain
length of the b~am by using the assumption may still giv~
close .agreements with the test results. M4 curves plotted
from the data of strain gages on webs of tested beams ·show
the M-0 relation of a section was not much affected by the
localized plastic strains in the outer fibers. Fig. 19 and
Fig. 20 show the M-0 curves of two different sections in
Beam B7, one under pure moment and the other under bending
moment and sw~ll shear force. These two curves did not
show a sie~ificant difference between each other.
(2) INTTI.4,L YIELD STRENGTH OF THE CONTINUOUS BEAMS
The calculation of yield strength of a structure by
elastic theory usually excludes such factors as residual
stress, streDS concentration, a..iJ.d the change of me chanical
properties of materials as a result of the application of
welds. These factors are generally believed to affect the
behavior of a structure, especially that of reducing the
yield strength of it. In this program special attention
has been paid to the combined effects of these factors on
structural behavior.
a) Residua~ stress
Usually structural members have residual stresses in
them'before any cold work or welds are applied to them during
fabrication. The residual stresses are most likely
introduced by une ven cooling. Since the finishing
rolling temperature of steel is at about 1800o F. or above
its recrystalizing temperature, the residual stress is not
left by rolling. Take a rolled steel section as an
example •
.-------.----,J
-~~~~~~~~~~~~ __--~1
FIG. IV I
T,
1;
---I
Assume that 'the temperature after rolling is uniform and
there is no residual stresses in the section. The
cooling rate at the central part of the flange is lower
than at the edges.' The greater contractions of the two
edges due to higher 'cooling rate would cause compression
stresses at the central part of the plate and tensile
stresses at the two edges. This thermal stress would
,disappear when the temperature again becomes uniform, if
no plastic flow occured during cooling. It is known that
the tensile or compressive strength of' steel is low at
high temperature - especially above 600o P. Compressive
20
thermal stresses introduced at the center may e~ceed the
corresponding compressive strength during cooling. Plastic
flow may have taken place at the 'central part of the plate.
Then when the plate is cooled to room temperature, the
central portion of the plate will be left with tensile
residual stress and ,the edge with compressive residu.al
stress. The residual stresses measured in the flanGes of r- ,
sections in Progress Report 1('6) is just of this pattern.
compreS5/~ 'Tens/on
I)
~/l-
I
I
FIG. IV. 2
In a similar manner residual stress can be introduced into
structural sections when welds are applied.
Assuming the mechanical properties of structural steel
are unifoIrrtl ata constant temperature, the stre ss "'straln
diagrrun of a simple tension test of the material is likely
to be cb?nged by the existence of residual stress. Suppose
a structural steel plate with the l~esidtial stress pattern
shown below is under uniform tension.
2l
F/'G. IV 3
The central part of the plate will start to, yield as
soon·as the stress reaches the value
where cr y is the tensile yield point of the pla te material
crrt is the maximum value of tensile residual stress
eI rc is the maximum value of compression residual
stress.
The stre ss -strain diagram ','illl change its shape to that
. shown diagrammatically in Fig. IV.4 instead of the t:tsu.al
stress-strain diagram for steel which is free from residual
stresses (shown dotted).
22
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Sf-rain
The new average stress and strain curve can be integrated
as shown in the Appendix B if the residual stress function
is Imown.
The change in the stress and strain curve will affect
the behavior of a structureo As, discussed in Progress
Report 1(6) the residual stresses due to welding might
reduce the buclrling strength of a column. The reduction
of the bucklinG strength apparently can be explained as
the effective result of the reduction in modulus due to the
integrated'effect of residual ~tresses.
The initial yield strength of a structure will be
reduced When the members have residual stresses. The
experimental 1'11-0' curves a t the central section of all the;.
tested beams show a lower yielding strength than the value
23
predicted by the coupon results, which is apparently due to
cooling residual stress. Welding is not,a factor because
measurements were,made at points remote from welds. It is
interesting to observe that the ,lni tiati on of yielding a'nd
progression of yield lines in all the continuous beam tests "
can be deduced from the known residual stress pattern.
Measureme,nts show that the compression re's,idua,l stress at the
edge of the flange is higher than the tensile stresses at
the center.(12) Thus the edge of the compression flange will
.....
reach the yield stress first by virtue of the superposed stress
due to loading, and yield lines should be initiated at the
edges. On the other hand, ,the tension flange of the, same
section of the beam will reach yield stress at a higher l~ad
and its yield zones will be initiated at the center of the
plate. F~g. 2Jashows the first appearance of yieid lines
in the central span of B4 on the compression flange at
the enge' (Load, W = 46 kips). Fig. 2Thshows the beginning
of yield lines of the tension flange which started at the
6enter of the span well after the development of lines in
the compression flange (Vi;, = 54 Idps). Two strain gages
located at the top and lower flanges are plotted in Fj.g. 18
which confirmed that the compression flange reached the yield
stress first. ,It should be mentioned that the (compression
and tensile yield strengths have been found to)1B,ve the same
average and this is shown in Appendix A.
b) Stress concentration
Usually the initial yield strength of a structure ·is
predicted by the ordinary beam theory. At boundaries of a
structural member, such as supports and loading point s, the
stress distribution is different from that predicted in the
theory. Usually.local stresses in those places are higher
than the p~ediction by the beam theory. At the same time
,
discontinuities introduced by welds and change of sections
at the boundaries of a structural member cause further local.
stress concentration. Therefore, local yielding may take
place in the structure below the calculated initial yield
strength in those places.
Yield lines appeared at supports in all tests at about
45% of the calculated initial yield load as a result of
stress conoentration and residual stresses. The data from
the strain gages on the top of the flange of continuous
beam .B3 is plotted in Fig. 22•. ~. Local yield"
lines were observed at a load of W = 21 kips while the
calculated initial yield load for the beam is W = 47.5 kips.-
Data of strain gages' located as shown in Figs e 23, 24, and
25 on'B5 are also plotted. The outer fiber of the beam
sectton, which is two inches from the column on each side,
had started to yield at a much lower moment than the sections
Which. are 6 inches from each side of the ·column.. The
,
25
26
FIG. IV 5
If the beam is free from re 81 dual s'tres ses and there is no
stress cc;mcentra:t1on or geometrical constraint introduced at
the supports, the central section and two end sections w11l
reach their yield moment at the same time at a load ef WI'
according to the elastic theory. But if plastic flow occurs
at the supports at a load below WI due to stress concentration
and residual stress •. the stiffness is decreased '-'locally and
·a disproportionate moment will be distributed to the center
of the beamo Thus, the moment at the central section would
reach the yield moment at a load W2 smaller than the
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calculated value Wl as shown above in Fig c IV.5 (c) and (d).
In Fig. IV.5 (c), ir one increases the load W2 to WI
then the moment at the central section may go above My. The
beam will still hold W2 but the derlection at this load will
excee~ the derlection calculated by the elastic theory.
Take the continuous beam B3 as an exaDlple. The beam was
tested to simulate a frame with the ends or the two over-
hanging be~as holding the same elevations as the two supports.
Loading is shovm as follows:
In the elastic range the moment diagram or the bea~ will then
be:
FIG. IV 7
J.
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For this,particUlar load and span arrangement of the two
moments at the supports equal the moment at the central
sectionoThe calculated initial yield load is W = 47.5
kips at which both moments should be the same and equal to
1328 inch~kips•. The corresponding calculated maximum
. deflection will be 0 0 79 inches. At the same load the
..
2, 4, 5, and 7 "fixed-ended" conditions were simUlated
at the supports by maintaining them level. The
corresponding moment diagram is as fol10WS:
_'~~-0J tM~-=~
~ 'Me=Z.Mo
FIG. IV. ~
Similarly, the two ends, of the central secti on of the
i
beam will start to yield before the initial yieid load of the
'oeam is reacheda But the theoretical value of the moment
at the central ,section is only one half of the end moment
when the bemn is perfectly elastic. Therefore. the central
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section will not start to yield until the load on the beaul
has exceeded its initial yield strength by a certain wnount o
'.
During this period the end sections will continue to deform
and before the central section yields the effects of residual
stress and stress concentration at the ends will largely be
eliminated. The deflection of the be8m at the initial yield
load will still be higher than the calculated value, but
the rate of increasing deflection will not be as great as
in the case of B3. The values of end moments and central
moments ffi'e plotted' against load in Figo 27 for Beams B2, B4,
B5 and B7.·
'As has been pointed out earlier, a precise definition
of experimental Ini tial yield stre ngth of a structure does not
exist. Various researchers have adopted several means of
, specifying the point at which a beam has .yielded on an
experimental curve. A method is suggested in Appendix C by
the author wbich seems to give a rational basis for the
comparison of the calculated and experimental values of
initial yield st:rength of structures.
It is not necessary or desirable to define this point
too exactly since the variables that ~ffect lIinitial
yielding ll are themsel ves sUbject to wide variationo
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Table III
Beam
Noo Initial Yi'eld Strength
T • r
I ......
B2
B3
B4
B5,
B7
, Calculated
35.5
47.5
35 0 5
43.7
, p
E~pe rime ntal
• I
38.8
28.6
27.7
%of Reduction of
initial yield. strength
45.0
18.3
-42.3
19.7
36.6
q • *••
The average reduction of the initial yield strength of the
tested continuous beams due to the combined effects of
residual stresses, stress concentration, and t.he change of
mechanical properties of the beam materials, if there is
any, by welding, ,is 32.4%0 The lower reduction~percentage
of initial' yield strength for' B5 is apparently due to the
more rigid support details. From Fig. 27 one can see that
the end mement and, the central se,ction moment still check
with that theoretically calculated at the calculated yield
load p Actually the'tested beams started to yield locally
long before the calculated value of initial yield.strength,
as we can see from the deflection curve, Fig. 28 and 29, yet,
the moment at the centralsect10n of the beam did not increase
at a highe;r rate, as would be expected from the diecussion
,
presented earlier. One reason for this is that early plastic
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•
"flow gives a little extra deformation~ but does not much
I .
change' the bending carrying capacit;t of the beam. Another
reason is that the load points at the central .span also
started to yield at a lower load 'which will compensate for
the relaxation of the slope of the beam near its end and
reduoed the effeot of change in the relation between the
end moments and, central seo'tion moment as predicted by Mr.
Amerikian(l)~
(:3) ULTIMA,TE STRENGTH OF CONTI NUOUS BEAMS
Yield strength of a structure is defined as the load
at which a part or several parts of the structure initially
reaoh the yield stresso It is usua~ly predicted by the
elastic structural theory and is used as the full load .*
'.,
in general structural theory. ActUal structures, especially
statically indeterminate types, in many cases cah still
hold the loads in eqUilibrium ~te~ 'the yield strength is
passed. In the simple plastic theory ultimate strength is
defined as the load at which there are enough plastio
hinges developed to make the structure becOme amechanism{ 5) •
Take for instance Ii simple.beam with a concentrated load at
the centel'"
'FIG. IV. :7
- - .. - ~- - - - - - - .. - -- ....... - -,- - ....... - - ....
* Full load 'is defined as: Full load = Factor'of safety x
Working load.
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One plastic hinge at the center of the beam would make the
structure dynamically unstable. The load which causes the
plastic hinge moment at the center is cal.led the ultimate
strength of the beam. Usually this ultimate load of a
structure can not be exactly reached due to some factors
that are neglected in simple plastic theories. The strain
~,
hardening property of structural steel always raises the
carrying capacity of the beam higher than the. calculated
ultimate load by the simple plastic theory. On the other
band, ~the full plastic hinge moment is not developed until
. .
the strains and corresponding deformations become very
large (the,oratically infinite) and, in addition, local or.. ,
lateral inelastic buckling of the r~mbarmay'prevent the
structure from reaching the limit load •. However. residual
stresses and stress concentration are generally believed to
have no effect on the ultimate strength of a structure.
a} Strain hardening effect of structural steel and the
ul,timate strength ·of continllous beams
The strain hardening effect in some cases has a much
greater effect on the ultimate strength of a structure than
wa~ thought. Take the example of the following beam:
p p
t~n __ pL+
FIG. IV /0
L/3
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The oorre,~ponding moment diagram in the elastic range will be:
T ,
Me Mrz.
-'-1-.-_~---'----7----J-L ...
Me =2/'1c.
riG. IV II
whe re Me = 2Me'
Suppose the section is a wide flange with 'very thin web and
the thickness of the flange is small as compared with its
·width. Neglect the stress taken by the web. Then we have
My = Mp for ~he section.
As W reaches the initial yield' loa~, only one section of
infinitesimal thickness at each end 1s yielded and the rest
of the beam still is in the elastic range. The beam is then
co'nsidered as a simple beam wi th equal constant end moment
.at each end.
Mp
FIG. IV /2
FUrther increase of load VI! would of course cause a defini.t.e
amount of rotatipn at each end. Since the end b0und~ries of '
the beam are builtin a wall, the plastic stvain of these :,t~
sections will become very larg&!;. In' this case, if tli'e ideal'
stress and
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strain diagram is assumed as 'follows:
l-- . _
Sfroi'n
FIG. IV /3
the corr~spondingM-0 diagram will be:
¢
FIG. IV /4
and the deflection'- load curve of'the beam. will then be
as the solid lines of the following diagram:
.y.
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,
But as we know the actual stress and strain diagram -of
.
steel is of the shape as in Fig. 45. The corresponding M-Qi
curve will be as follows:
-----r------------------ '
-----------------'--
¢
rIG. IV /6
Therefore, the two ends of such a beam start to be
strain hardened right after W passes in the initial yield
load. The end moments will be raised above the Plastic hinge
moment before the central section bas reached the yield moment.
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This alone, would obviously raise the carrying capacity of
the beam. higher than the calculated ultimate strength. The
deflection and load ,curve would follow the dotted lines
instead of the solid lines. In the continuous beam tests,
the end moments reached values muoh: higher than their
calculated plastic hinge moments as tabulated below for
comparison.
TABLE IV
.
Highest end moment Pla.stic hinged moment
reached during test* calcula.ted
in-kips in-kips
B2 1827 1497
B3 1743 1497
B4 1833 1497 I.
B5 1833 1497
B7 1935 1846
* Average of two ends.
In Fig. 27, one can see that when the two ends o'f the
centra.l spa.n of the beam sta.rt to yield, -the moments at the
two ends are about to reach the value of the plastic hinge
moment computed from coupon test resUlts. As soon as the
central section sta.rted to yield, the beam at the two
supports proceeded more rapidly into the strain hardening
range. The end moments increased above Mp before a plastic
hinge value could be developed at the central section. ITom
the above table and Fig. 27 it can be seen that the two end
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moments of continuous beam B3 were not raised by strain
hardening as much as the othe~ be~ns. This is because the
restraint applied to the ends of the central span of B3
is less than that applied to the other beams.
The strain hardening of the plastic hinge is also a
function of th~ moment distribution. For instance, if a
beam is loaded as follows:
FIG. IV /7
OWing to strain hardening, the moment at the central section
will be raised much higher than the calculated hinge value
before the end section develops its plastic hinge." But in
the .following case the moment at the central section will
develop the plastic hinge at the S~le time as at the two ends
and both will get the same amount of strain hardening.
38t--- Jcl?_-- +" ':/2_.----1
1, FIG. IV /8
1?} The influence of end re'straint on the ultimate s,trength
of continuous beams
Ultimate strength of an 1ndetel~inate structure is also
much affected by the end restraint. Take the following beams
as example s:
W \/\/
,~
(0)
W \1'/
... L/2 -4(3 L/3 ~!.3_1_ LIZ -I
(b)
Me = 2 Me
Me..:: Me
(c)
FIG. 1\1. /9
, Me '": Mc/c..
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According to the simple plastic theories, the ultimate
strength of these three beams are the'same if the cross
sections are the same. Plastic hinges are put at the
central section and at the end sections to find the ultimate
strength of the beam ac~ording to the t~eory_ The
deflection and load curve of the beams will be as shovm in
Fig. IV.2l,
~.
Q
-
--
"0
()
o
-....J
e:::..... ~------------------------
Def/ecfior,
FIG.IV21
in which curve' (d) corresponds to a simply supported beam.
In the ab.ove continuous beam, the longer the portions All
and CD are, the closer ~ill be their load deflection curves
'to that of the simple beam. This shows that when the erid
restraint of a beam is small the calculated ultimate strength
may not be reached
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w1thinre~sonable limits of deflection in a practical case.
In some of the cases 1 t will be pr6l.cti cally impossible to
reach this calculated ultimate strength as the restraint at
two ends bec~nes so small that it makes the beam approach
more closely the case of a simple supported beron as shown
b:y the dotted" line. It seems, therefore, that a theory whIch
indicates that the above three beams have the same ultimate
strength is not quite justified i~ design. In designing a
. structure of multiple redundancy such as a rigid frame the
method of' calculating ultimate strength is to put enough
plastic hinges in the structure(5), to make it a mechanism,
then evaluate the limit load. Actually the hinge may not
all develop or, in some cases, the deflections may become
intolerably large before this occurs.
It is· impossible to reach all the plDssible plastic
hinges in a test due to the fact that the deflection of the
specimen is limited by the test set-up. The load at which
the maximum deflection of the beam is about 2" are tab-
ulated as below in comparison with their calculated ultimate
loado
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TlmLE V
Beam No.
B2
B3
B4
B5
.'
",Ii B7~
Applied Load
Kips
51 "
48.8
54
57
64 .
Calculated TTl timate Load
,
Kips
5305
53.5
53.5
66
The values of B4 and B5 exceed the limit value due to
strain hardening effects at two ends. Beam B2 apd B3 have
,
shown a lower experimental value of ultimate strength. The
M-<J curve of Bea.'11 B2 in Fig. 11 has also shown a lower
ultimate value than the rest of the sections. The
deflection and load curve of' B2 and B.3 have been plotted
in Fig. 30 for comparison. The curve of B3 gradually
approaches the ultimate strength as deflection increases.
(4) DEFLECTION OF BEAMS IN PLASrrIC,RAFGE:
In elastic theory the Bernoulli-Euler equati on has
been, .used to find the deflection curv~ of flexural members
for structures of small deflections.
Relative rotation of two cross-sections
unit leng~h apart.
In the elastic range. 0 =. Tt;TIT
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The first equation has also been used for the flexural members
in the pIa st~LC range considering the def·orrmtion as small •
The relation between M and 0 in plastic range is of course
no longer linear. But if the M-0 relation can be determined
(6 )
as described in progress report 1 for different types of
sections, the, deflection curve can be integrated numerically
or by use of approximate analytic functions to represent the
M-i curve in ,the plastic range.
In statically determinate structures, since the moment
di stributi on on the member is lndependent .of its deformation,
the deflection curve of the flexural member can be easily
obtained by either of the above methods o
But in statically indeterminate structures tHe dis-
tribution of moments in the structure can not be solved unless
another set of equations is added in addition to the
equations of equilibrium~ A set of equations considering the
continuity of the boundaries of the members of the structure
has been applied to the. solution of indeterminate structures
in the elastic theory. ~ set of equations of similar nature
should also be used in indeterminate structures in the
·plastic range. Pour methods are dlscussed in the following
for solving the defle ction of structures in the plastic
range:
a) Method of simple plastic theory:
To avoid mathematical complication, a further
~' :.' .',
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assumption is made invt'be. simpl,e piastic. theory ·for the case
of !nild steel structu#~~:.~, Instead Qr considering the
continuity of the member at the s·ecti.ons that exceed the yield
moment My, it is assume.d that in those sections; constant
plastic hinge moments will be maintained. The section will
aetas a hinge during further increas60f load. As pointed
out in the previous section this will be true only if
:<'
structur,al steel .qoes not' exhi lzlit the s t:rain hardening eff'Ewt.
It is obvious' that if this af:1sumption is a good
approximation for estimating the ultirnatestrength (i)f all .
..
:lndetermlnate,strueture then it shoui€l.be just as geed in
. '~:J;:: ~ .'
calCUlating its defo~tion•. From the' test ·resul ts w.e
founa this assumption is 'far from 'the actual case when the
deformation of the beam becemes large.
AfterW"reaches its initial yield Itpad,the section A and C
.. '.'
sta-rt' to yield. The moments at A andC Hlcre'B,s,e!3-s iN
increases,' but the rate of increa,se ,is very small. As the,
central part'of the beam reaches the yield point, the
moments at A and C have appr,oached close to the plastic
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hinge moment. F'oI' the 8WF40 sections, by using the siraple
plastic theory, putting plastic hinge moment at· A and e,
we find the central section will yield at a load of W =
500:.5 kips'. By using the theoretical 'M-0 curve in the
plastic range and considering the strain-hardening effect
and the continuity of the sections A and e as fixed inte
the wall, the load at which the central section Breached
the yield stress can be pomputed by a numerical method. We
find W~ 51.4 kips and the moment at A and C equals to
1550 ~n-kips. This value is very close to the plastic hinge
moment (1497 in-kips.), with a difference of only 3.3%.
However, the ne gl ect of the strain hardening effect·
in simple ple.stic theory yields results far from the tr.uth
as soon as the central portion starts to yield. In section
(3) we have shown that due to strain hardening, the tested
beams had much greater end moment than the plastic 'hinge
moment when the load was close to the collapse value.
Large deflections in structures usually can not be
tolerated o The use of the collapse load as a basis for
determining thefullload in desi&~(14)iS very questionable.
If the deflection of the structures in design had been
restricted': to certain lind ts, then the assumption of
neglecting the strain hardening effect could be expected to
give a reasonably cloae approximation to the deflections of
the structure in plastic range vuthin the range of interest
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to the designer.
Further simpli~ications in calculation will be obtained
by neelecting the plastic zone near the plastic binge. Take
the buil t-in beam as an example.
Suppose WI = initial yield load·
W2 = the load when central sections start to yi~ld.
Suppoofugthe beam is under load Wand W is between WI and
W2 (i.e., WI ~ W :f: W2. the def'lections of the beam can be
found as the case of' a simply supported beam with plastic
hinge moments at each end.
the
FIG.IV23
~
Since ~ = 1.10 to 1.20 for most of the WF and I-sections,
P1LY '.
plastic zone at two ends of the beam is usually' very
short.
In Fig. 31, the solid line is the def'lection of the
central portion of' 8~40 beam with fixed ends and was
computed with the consideration of the strain hardening
~ffect at both ends by using the method of numerical
integration. The dotted curve is computed according to the
simple plastic theory. They agree well in the range
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of WI ~ W~ W2.
b) Method of numerical integratlo~:
Theoretical M~ curves with consideration of the
strain hardening effect can be computed when the geometrio
dimensions of the bending members and the stress-strain
diagram of the material are known. For detenninate
structures deflections can be easily integrated numerically.
In statically indeterminate structures, solutions can be
approached by successive relaxations. Take the built-in
beam Under concentrated load as an example:
~ FIG. IV.Z4
Consider the beam as elastic and compute the moment
distribution of the beam ~s shown in Fig o IV.24. On the
segments lI a " as indicated above the moment may have exceeded
the value of My. Find the conjugate beam with corresponding
oas the load, by using the computed M-0 diagram.
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~~-.--..-----_.._-.----~----- ..------------------r'-<---i
FIG. IV2 5
The shear at soth ends of this conjugate beam is not
zero, but the slope at both_ ends of the leaded beam is zero.
Shift t·he axis by numerical inte.gratiG>n to make the integrated
. .
'shearo-f the cc.~.mJug~.te beam z,ero at both ends as
shown in Pig. IV.25 wi th do.i:;ted line.s, i.e .l' consider the
loaded beam .elastic again (f,and apply moment at both ends. to
~., ~
make the slope zero at bath ends • rr;he n'lQIIlent on pertionf'bll
in Fig. IV.25 now -b.ecome·s lower than My again. Construot
another conjtigate beam wi th the coinputedM-0 curve and
consider only the porti ons"a" near each enG!.' in plastic
range asF~g. IV.Z,B•.
e--+---~---"'----------',.---------,.-yL----j--J.--~~ci~--
.F I G.IV 26
Balanoe the conjugate beam again as above auG!. repeat the
process until sat! sfactory :z;-esults are obtained~
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This'method is theoretically satisfactor~but there is
too much complicated computation especially when the degree
of redundance of the indeterminate structure increases.
c) Method of mathematical integration for I-sections:
WeiskoPf(17)made some further assumptions to the
M-0 curve of I-eections and devided the M-0 curve into the
plastic, elastic, and strain hardening ranges, representing
each by a different expression.
,
A
- - - -/-;;=-=-------'---------
I B
t
A
¢
FIG.IV.Z7
In above ~~ diagram
for portion 0 A (straightlines)
ri = d 2 Z = M/EI
dx2
for portion A B .
rJ = d,2X = U:y \ I t (Jy ~.. "
dx 2 E V' 3 (Mp-M)
where cry = yield point of the material
,I
Mp=.pIa s ti c hinge moment /
",
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M = moment at the sectio~
t = thickness of web·
For portion B C (straight
d 2 y _ M-AZ
---dx2 BI g
line)
where A, B ~re constants of the u~terial in the strain
hardening range.
By using these three expressions and the continuity
between these three regions one can solve an indeterminate
structural problem. Take. the built-in beam as an eX~lple:
Suppose B brings the portion x,}shQwn above, in the strain
hardening range, x2 on the plastic range, while the rest
of the bea~ is in elastic range. Since MA and ~~ in the
'M-0 curve is known for a given section, xl ana x2 can be
computed in terms of Mf. By using the boundary conditions
.9.I = 0 at both ends and the continuity at the section betweendx
xl and x~ the whole problem is solved. The example is
illustrated on ,Sheet 9 in Weiskopf's' neport.(17) Equation
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(47) (17) is of the form solved for Mf.
Mf2+KlMf+K2 = 0
in whioh Kl and K2 are known constants o
If the loading is uns~~etrical, the two end moments will
differ and cm1 be obtained by means of two simultaneous
equations of second degree. A trial and error method [~y
have to be used and the whole analysis will involve a large
amount of computing worko
d) Simplified method of mathematical integration for I~
secti ons:
Further simplifications can be obtained by assuming
the M-i relations as indicated in Fig. IV.27 (dotted lines,
o At and At B~, which eliminates the plastic range in
Weiskopf1s equations. The beam is assumed only to have
elast:tc region (0 At), plastic reglon (AI B) and strain
hardening region (B C), which will have only two sets of
equati ons.
1'1
-EI
M-AZ
BI
These equations can be very easily integrated for most
problems and the computing work thereby reduced and simplified.
Since the plastic region aa defined by Weiskopf is usually
a very short portion in "I" beams ii!hen the member is not under
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constant mament, the analysis wi th thls further assumption
I
may be expected to be in close agreement with TIeiskopfts
analysis.. In the case pf a beam under constant moment, the
load-deflection curve will be pf the same shape as the
M-0 curve. 'llhe deflection curve calculated by more exact
methods (b) is represented by curve "'bl! in Fig. IV.29.
p
_ OiL .__..
There ,is a large discrepancy in the deflections predicted
by these two~nethods at a load of about 2% below P, as
shown· in the Fig. IV.29 and represented by q and D21
respectively. It would appear that the simplified method
is defecti ve in this, but th1.s· is of minor importance si no C) .
the difference of loads between these two points is less
than 2% ..
These methods' of determining deflection and strength of
indeterminate structure in the 91astic range are summarized
as follOWS:
" .
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1. Deflections of structures can be solved approximately
in accordance with the simple plastic theory when
the de fIe ct ion of the structure is small'. ' Plastic
hinge moments are put at sections which are yielded,
and deflections can be solved as in elas'tic structures.
Indeterminate structures under working load may be
only partially in the plastic range; the deflections
are expected to be small,and this approximate
method is, very likely to give satisfactory results.
2. The method of nUmerical integration is theoretically
more exact than the resti of the methods, but the
large amount of computing work involved handicaps
its practical application.
3. vteiskbpff s method of using simplified M.-0 r~lati ons
in plastic and strain hardening ranges for I-beams:
ThJ s method as discussed preViously would be
simpler than method (b), but still Involves' a
great amount of computing work.
4. The method of using an approximation to the M-0
curve as shown in Fig.IV~27 in dotted lines,
su§;[:,ested by the author, is actually a combination
of methods (a) and (0). The amount of calculation
"WQrk,is also between methods (a) and (c) and
reasonable results can be expected.
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The above methods are compared in application to the
case of a cantilever beam of 8WF40 section with a span of
84" as shown in Fig. 32. The experimental curves from test
B2, B4, and B5 are also presented in Fig. 33 for comparisono
In Fig. 32 the deflections calculated by the method (a),
neglecting the strain hardening, give a discrepancy in the
average experimental* curve when the deflection becomes
high. The curve computed by method (Q), numerical inte-
gration, has a big discrepancy with the experimental curve
in th~ early plastic range on account of factors such as
stress concentration and residual stress. The curve crnnputed
by the same :method but by using the experimental M-0 curve
.
from control beam test gives the best check with average
experimental deflection curve in early plastic portion.
The use of the M-0 curve observed :tn the control beam test
in caleulation would eliminate the effects of cooling
residual stress after rolling, but not the effects -of weld
residual stress and stress concentrationo Therefore, there
is still a discrepancy between these two curves in the very
beginning of the plastic range. The curves computed by
methods (0) and (d) give. very close check with the curve
- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - ~ ~ - -
* Data from the six overhang cantilever beams of continuous
beams B2, B4, and B5.
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computed by method (b), and therefore have the same dis-
crepancy in the early plastic range because of negl~cting
stress concentrati on and re sidual stre ss. Of these,
method (d) is the simplest. f ,., If the value of !VIp in method
(d) is slightly reduced by a oertain arbitrary criterion, say
1\1 +M
Put!(,M' = P Y
. .. p 2
and u~e J'!Ip instead ·of Mp ' the re suI t can be made very close
to the experiine ntal results. Experimental re suI ts of six
cantilever beams in Fig. 33 actually show a larger scattering
than the discrepancies among the curves computed by different
mothods.
.'
The central span of beams B2, B3, B4, and B5 can be
regarded as a fUlly "fixed-ended lf beam, the deflection of
which is 'computed by method (b) with compar:1. son of ex~ri­
mental curve as shown in Figs. 28 and 29. The deflection
of a £\J.lly "fixed-ended" beam calculated by method·s (11) and
(c) are plotted in Fig. 34 for comparisono The central
portion of the tested continuous beara, which can be regarded
as a fuily lIfixed-endedll beam, showed a lower ultimate. strength
than predicted, due to shear failure in the web. Thi8~will·
be discussed in a later section.
The support detail of B5* is different from the
,.
rest of.
!
the beams which is one of the roasons that B5 shows a h~gher
strength.
* See Fig. 111.2. - - - - ~ - -- ~.~ - - -- - -
- ...
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(5) 1[;.ATERAL AND LOCAL BUCKLING OF I BEAMS IN PLASTIC RANGE
. .
Shanley, in his paper 'on inelastic column theory. (10)
has proved that an ideal column will start to bend at a
load equal to its tangent modulus load. According to the
average stress and strain diagram of structural steel, the
slope of the curve in the plastic rang~ before strain har-
dening is zero. That leaves ~he criterion of the tangent
modulUS load without real meaning in the limiting case.
l
In coltunns loaded with a slight eccentricity (pro-
vided the-columns are made of a material which exhibits the
above-stated zero slope throught the plastic range), the
average compression stress on the oolumn cro~s section can
never reach the yield point.
Ideally loaded columns made of perfectly plastic
material are aotually unstable when the' average stress
reaches yield point. It may collapse at any instant when
the average stress reaches the yield point regardless what
length the column has.
1\
I
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I
I
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This statement can be demonstrated as follows:
Let Po be the load at which the average compression
stress on the column reaches the yield point
. Po = ,a.. cry_'
where nail equals the total cross section area of the
column.
Suppose the ideal column is loaded with axial load Po"
and we make a virtual displacement along the column as the
dotted line s show above 0 Take a cross 'section A,'A. Let
the corresponding displacement at that section be Yo- Then
the section will ~e under total axial load Po and a
moment M =porYo- In order to balance both the moment and
the axial load, the stress distribution must be changed from
jk to hi. But the stress cannot be any higher the OIy if
the material is perfectly plastic. The stress distributed
,in the shaded area in the above Fig. is therefore Impossibleo
The external moment will not be balanced. It 1s obvious
that the oolumnwill collapse in bending at once.
This wDuld.lead to a conclusion that a member should
. never carry compressive stres~ to the yield point if it
is made of materials that have perfect plasticity after
yielding.
In sim1='le Plastic theory, secti ons in structural
members at which stresses exceed the yield point are assumed
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to develop nplast~c hinges". In the case of "I" sections
. .
there is, i'rom the above discussion, a possibility of
buckling of' the compression f'lange in the regi on of the
so-called "plastic hinge ll • The buckling of the ccmpre:;Jsion
flange would naturally reduce the value of plastic hinge
moment. Therefore the' problem of instability of struc~ural
steel members becomes very important in the simple plastic
theory of structural design.
Stress' and strain curves f'or ordinary tension or com'"
, \
pression tests do not give enough lnformation for the
analy~is of stability problems. in the plastic range. None
,
of' the metals used in engineering structures are perfectly
plastic e.n¢i an ordinary stress and strain diagram usually
gives no infonnation of the relation between stress and
strain rate in plastic range. The mechanism of yielding of
the metal also affects the buckling strength of' the com....
pression member.
Take the previous column; the moment at section Al A2
. .
may be very sn~ll at the beginning. If this moment makes
the column bend, then the strain rate at side ~ wil~
naturally be higher than at side A2. The stress .at side
Al will be raised by the higher strain rate that makes the stress
distribution over the cross section possible to balanoe the external
moment, and the column will than bend and shorten at the same
time until the strain hardening range is reached.
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In a simple tension or comprel:?sion tes't of a structural
steel one will find that LUderrs lines do not all appear at,
onee when the yield point is reached. Yield lines usually
"
are initiated in same places and then ,gradually spread over
the whole- specimeno' While the yield lines are progressing,
. the region where the yield lines were initiated might
have developed all its plastic strain and reached the strain
hardening range locally_ The specimen can not be considered
as perfectly plastic even though the portion of the stress
and strain diagram is observed to be parallel, to the abscissa.
The compression member can therefore be expected to have a
buc~ling strength of the tangent modulus load in the plastic'
range where the tangent of the stress and strain curve is
chosen at the starting point of the strain hardening range.
, "
(J
E.
F/G~ IV 3/
How does this yieldin[, process affect the buckling
J
strength of a compression member? It e~n be demonstrated
by the fall O\rJinganalogi cal example:
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Suppose the compression member is slightly tapered on one
. slde.asshown in dotted lines in above Fig. IV.32(a).
Instead of having a uniform cross section throughout the
length, the stress distribution along the member will'be as
shown in dotted lines Fig. IV.32(b). The root section
AB will reach the yield point first, and as stress increases
~the yielding zones will progress to reach the top section
CD. If t'he me chanical, properties of the material are homo-
geneous every section will be strain hardened as soon as
the stress exceeds cry. During t~ls progression of yielding
the strain hardening zone and elastic zone are separated by
only an infinitesimally .thin plane which has perfect
plasticity. In this case the compression member Will,
however, .have a buckling strength at Je ast equal to the
tangent modulus load. The tangent of the stress and strain
diagram'is selected at the p.oint of the startJng of the
strain hardening region as before.
". ~i
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To summarize the above discussion there may be two
·e.xtreme cases:
Flrst, if the· material 1s perfectly plastic and stressed
to the yield point, the compression member will be unstable
and will bend no matter what the L Ir ratio of the com-.
pression member is. Secondly, if th~ plastic flow in a
compression member is established plane by plane and all
the planes get strain hardened as plastic flow progresses
the compression member will then have a b~ckllng strength
of tangent modUlus load as defined above.
The practical case may lie between the above two
extremes. Apparently the tangent modulUS load defined as
above, wilJ. become the upper limit of the buckling strength
for the compression member. For rectangular sections the
tangent modu~us load can be calculated as follows:
t Tb-~ L
I
_L
FIG.' IV33
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\Jy = 37.5 klps/inch2
p = aery :: bt cr y
EtI it2
P = "La
Lt c 3.75
L, 7 f~ c .5 'for the case of lxsd end.
Compression coupons were'tested at a ratio of ~:c: 4. Test
conditions are simulated to the fixed end. No bending in
the plastic. range is observed.· Stress andstraln diagram
showed a yield point 1n Fig. 35. More tests of very
, carefully aligned short compre'ssion members of various ~
ratios are needed to evaluate an effective value of the
tangent modulus at the stat!ting point of the strain har ....
dening region to predict, the buckling' strength of steel
structural memberso
The lateral buckling problem of flexural members also
beco~es v~ry ser~ous in'the plastic rangeo Take a simply
supported I~beam under constant moment and suppose that
. '
both of the flanges are in the plastic range under constant
momeht.
'~f. _ _ .. ,... .. .. ... _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ ~ .. _ _ ~ ._ ._ ._ _ _ .. _ .... ~
* Et is the tangent at the starting point of the strainhardening portion of the stress-strain curve.
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FIG. IV34
According to the first assumption that the yielded part of
the beam is perfectly pIa s,ti c, it is obvi OllS that the
lateral buckling strength of the beam will be equivalent to
a bemn considering only the. elastic part of the same beam
under the same moment. Aocording to the assumption that
the yielded part ~f the beam will have a tangent modulus
strength, the lateral buckling strength of this beam can be
computed by regarding the beam as having different moduli
in the ela~tic part and plastic .part. The actual lateral
buc~ling strength of such a beam is expected between the above
two values.
The central portion of the tested continuous beams between
the two loading points were all under constant moment. It
is natural that when both flan~es of this portion enter the
plastic range, the lateral buckling strength of the beam
will be greatly reduced•
. Level bars were mounted perpendicular to the beam axis
to measure the rotation of the beam. Curves are shown in
Fig. 36. For 8WF40 section it is seen that lateral deformation
"
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started between W = 45 kips to W = 50 kips. It was at this
regio~as observed from both the white wash and strain
gage~thatp the flanges went to the plastic range. Fig. 37
is a picture of·beam B7 taken after the test, willch shows
Il,
that the centraf span buckled laterally in two half wave
lengths.
Dial gages also were 'mounted near the supports between
the tension and compression flanges to measure the local
buckling in Beam B4 and B5 as shown ih Fig. 38. Beam B7
has thia~er flange thickness than all the rest of the
beams. The compression flange buckled very severely as
shown in Fig. 39 0
(6) SHEAR FAILURE IN RECTANGULAR BEAMS OR IN \flEBS OF I-·,
SECTIONS DUE TO TRANSVERSE LOAD=.;w.;;;..--......__...........__,.;;;,,;~ ................~-..;_
•
In the elastic beam theory, when a bending member is
under transverse load, maximum shear. stress is developed.at
the neutral axis. This shear stress is' distributed as a
!
parabolio function across the section according to the
theory. As the beam is loaded to the plastio pangs this
prediction of shear stress by the elastic theory is of
oourse nO'longer valid. This shear stress, when its value
bec~nes comparatively high, may initiate yielding in the
web of the beam earlier than that of the normal stress in
the outer fibre of the flange. The problem is discussed in
-
the following three different cases:
'''.
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a. Shear stres,s distribu.tien on the web of I-sections
after the flanges' have yielriled due to bending stresses:
~ . '-:--lilXr~-
Vi
I
.F/G. jV35
If the shea.r force V is' compar~at:Lvel,.y. small, the' shear stress
.distributed in the elastic core 'between the·two plastiQzones
that yielded by normal stress along the beam a.xis,c~n be
derived as follows:
Conslder the equilibrium of the block STRP as in above,
Fig. IV .35.
Expand
Lim f's =
6.X--O
Where fa =shear
cry [ 1 - L l dyo2 y02 . d:X.-
stress at the section with a
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- - - - ,.;('A)
distanoe of .
Y to the ne~tralax1s•
.yO ::: a functi on of x wh1 ch is the boundary curve of t.he
yielded zone o
follews:
'J- .h
-~~c.. _
-.I.J-.
I flo
-L:. _.
When the £'unotion yO is known, the shear stress along the
elastio core can be found by the abeve equation. ForI-
sections yO oan be found as
M = 20)bYdA + 2bJhO
+ 2
..
....(B)
dM 2 dyo~ ::l V =3' b c;ry yO dx
-- .. ... .. - .. - .. --.'- .. - .. ..,{o)
Substitute (C) to (A)
·3V l y2 l
f.13 =~ 1 - ~J -
- -
-(D)
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When the moment at tpe section is known, yO can be compute~
by equation (B),
3V(fs ) max = 4T'b at tlle neutral axis
(f~J = 0 at y = yO.
The distribution of shear stress in the elastic core is still
of a p.arab9lic functi on•. It is obvious that, the deepe:r
the penetration. of the plastic zone, the higher will the
maximum shear stress be. This shear' stress .will reach the
The shear forces on the twe end cantilevers of tested
continuous beams were small. A picture is shown in Fig. 40.
There are no yield lines observed on the elastic core due
to 'pure shear stress.
bo I-beams under high transverse shear force when the
bendine moment at the section is small.
Wide flange I-beams of very short spans may have high
,
shear stress developed in the web. The shear stress may
reac.h the yield stress at the neutral axis befol"e any other
part of the beam has yielded •. Application of additional
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shear force will bring the region near the neutral axis into
plastic state by pure shear stress p~rpendicular and parallel
to the beam axis •. Take, for instance, a section of a
canti iever beam under constant s hear force:
Shear Sfres5 Shear Sfress
Due fo V Due fo D. V
Resu /fan f Shear'
5fres5 Dis fr/ bu fiOf)
c
V+-~V
a b
FIG. IV 37
Suppose a shear force V will bring the shear stress at the
neutral axis to yield stress if the material is perfectly
plastic; any addi ti onal shear force A V will bend the beam
as two beams separated at. the neutral axis. Due to A V
there will be distribution of shear stress as ahown in
Fig. IV.37(c). It is obvious that the combined shear
stress due to V and A V in :&"'~g. 'IV.37(b) and (c) will bring
the shaded part of the beam in Fig. IV.37(a) to plastic
range. The reSUltant shear distribution will be as shown
in (d), the shaded part being under constant yield shear stress.
The plastic region initiated by the shear stress at the
neutral axis Will, however, take no normal stress parallel
to the beam. We have
M= 2Jh (y ?o) \f~. ydA
. ,Yo
Where o = Fiber Stress
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d2~ _ 1 _ . i.!L
dx -.rr:- h--yo
d,24 ::: CT,bd.x(h-y0 )E - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - '- -(F)
SUbstituting cr~ from (E) to (F) we have
The moment· at the section is balanced by the normal
stress in the elastic part. For the case of rectangular or
I-sections the soluti.ons of the def'ormationcurve can be
solved with the assumption of neglecting the shear straip
in the elasti¢ part' of the beam.
Distr~bution of normal stress and strain
I If'
--.[- ~ dA. I hY -!.
______~ ~_Y_o_J_ .
:.1\
I I
FIG. IV 38
,\.
,
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The b~nding moment at the section:
M = 2 5;0 fo EydA. .
M2 jh (Y?o) EoEydA
Yo
For Eon
E:-
=-y-yo
Where E·o = strain at f1 ber of flange.
L.et E Eo =(fo'" fiber stress.
In the case of the ,beam under constant shear force YOI Ie
and Ze become constantS.'
d 2 , 1\1dx"4 = E '. ET
s
where Is = {h-yo) ~Ie-YoZe)
Yo can be easily solved with a beam under constant shear force;
,
. 1...0 = Ie - 10Ze
~x\J".b = h d!!, . ~ =.V(le - Y0 2 e ) dx ax
Let the web thickness = b. Then
bJy =~ :0 dA . hV Jh dA = ,,=,·_h_V~,.... Ao;)Yo = ~Ie-YoZe} Yo Ie-YoZe
where J y is the shear yield stress.
,area, of the elastic par.t of the s'eoti on.
'.". fIi'
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,_ ?J~:Ie - hVAo
7/'0 -,' " 2bJ
'. y
j h 'where Ao :::%' ',dA.=· the
,Yo .
In F'1g~ 4), the web of the central part of this segment of the
beam shows the shear 'fa'i1ure of tlli s kinc;1. The m0ment at thE:1
oentraips:rt of' this segment is. small while she'ar .force' 1'a
very hlgho Yield line s are developed parallel to the beam
axis. Close to ,the supports and loading braoket ~' the ;yl~ld
lines are tn radial directions'. The 1?ending .moments at
those placeS. are higher. Yield, l:i,nes, therefo~a, developed
a10na; directi ons o.f·maximum shear' stress' due to a combinati on
of normal strt\3ss and shear .force. The above discussions
are only two special cases 0f the problem, one with yielding
due only ,to 'bending stresses and the other with onlysheat'
yieldtng ,iIi,. the webs.. However, these, two types o.f yield:i,ng
may 'oc'cur~multaneou81y and in 'sorne cases the in1tiation
\. .' " '
"
, o.f yielding zone may occur at places between the fiber o,f
flanges ~~"1d neutra~ axis" due to c'ombined stresses .'exceeding'
the yield st.ress ,as shown in ,Fig. 42. This case will ,be
briefly di $cussed in the f01Iowing se,ction.
c. YieJ.ding in a beam section due to the combined stres~e.s
introdUced by,p'e:nding moment and. tra.nsverse' rorce·o
, ,
, "Consiq~!, th~ '"frs'sea Yf.~ld C ondi ti on. When ~ point
•
inside the beam reaches the following stres$es it will become
plastic
- - - - - ... --(G)
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~In a beam (J'I1s considered to be zerojCJxis the normal stress
•
caused by the hend1ng moment; J is the shear stress due to
the transverse load) Jy is maximum shear stress to produqe
yield.
Cfx == MJl;h
I
VQ
J ='5T
In rectangula~ sect~~ns
I :;:2p~3.
. .. 2
J - .3u { (h ;~) )
.-iv . bh
, '
. At Y ::;I h, Iwhere J =0
,.
At neutral axis" .y = p
J=~
where CJx = 0
Aocording to the yield oondi.tion (G) the' fiber will start
to y1 eld .when
. <J)(. = 2Jy
. 2b h 2
i.e. M = "3. Jy - - - - "'!t ... - - -
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- ·(I).. -_.-- ...
- - -
According to 'the yield condition the neutr~l axis will start
to yield when
J ::;:: J'Y-
V ~,*h,JyQ '-- -
Yield will pro,eeed in ,the following cases depending on the
4' ,
, and V<t' bJ'y bJ ,
I
loading c ondi ti ons:
I,. M,.), ~ hah J'
. 3" ',y
various
~
the fibre will~ Yield as d:i.sctlssed ,in sect,ioti (a).
, ., 2 2 4
,2. M (3' h b Jy,and V>t hJ:y b;
the neutral axis of the beam will., start to yi~idas
dlscus$ea in section (b).
2 ',2
, 3. M, = !" h b JY
\
, 4'
V ::::' ~ hJy bJ
yield will proceed 1n both places.
4_ The stress at a point between the outer fiber of
..
. ,
.the flanges'and the neutral axis of' I ....sections may have a
hfgher value and reach the ,yield point before it does at
those two placeso
5. After the fl,ange' yfelds by normal stress;, the web
D'lS;J yield by combinations of shear and normal stress'with
addi tional load, or, after the web has 'yielded by shear"
.the fibre may go to the plastic range with' an addi tional
load. Fig. 43 shows in continuous Beam 7 that the beam 'Web
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and flange both went to the plastic range, and formed three
plastic zones separated by -two elastic cores.
The cas~s 3, 4, and 5 are too lengthy to be included
in this dissertation. A separate report is planned for
.. ,
this. problem.
(V) CONCLUSIONS
The resUlts of analytic and experimentalst;udies of the
sUbject are summarized as follows:
1. The assumption of linear variation o~ plastic strain
across, the section of a bent member is at considerable
variance with l::l:ctual experimental evidence. The M-0 relation
qetermined qn the basis of the foregoing assumption checked
test results better for annealed specimens than for delivered
specimens.
2. The influence of strain hardening depends on the
shape of the section, the distribution. of load, and the relative
. span lengths of a continuous beam. The actual strength of a
continuous beam or frame cannot be predicted by the ordinary
plastic-theory-limit-design procedure because of strain '
hardening.
3. It may not be pos~lble to develop all of the hinges
predicted by the simple plastic theory due to the fact that
the deflection of a practical structure has to be limited to
a certain amount. The number of' plastic hinges tha~ can be
developed depends. on the end restraint of the structural members.
I
\
"
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4. Observed initial yield strerigthswere lower than
calculated values because 'of residual stress and s~ress
concentration.
5. The processes of initiation and propagation of plastic
'. .
zones ip a bending member are affected by residual stress and
, stress concentrations which indirectly affect the M~
1
relation of the membero
6. Local buc~ling of compression flanges will ~revent'a
section from 'reaching the plastic hinge moment in some· cases.
7. Inelastic lateral buckling will significantly reduce
the carrying capacity of the beam .when it is under·. pure
moment.
8. Different types of shear failures have been analyzed.
In the "case of a segment of a beam which is under constant
shear force l the maximum shear stress in the web is rec-
ammended to be kept below yield point.
9~ A number of methods for computing flexural
deflection in the plastic range have been discussed and 'the
'range of application of each method noted.
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APPENDIX A
Coupon Test Results
The mechanical properties of the material of the beans
were determined by simple tension and compression tests to •
secure necessary data for theoretical computations.
. ,
Dimensions and locations of specimens are shdwn in Fig. 44.
Constant strain rate of about I micro in. pBr second was
adopted far all tests. Most tensile tests were carried lnto
the strain hardening range. Due to the difficulty of
n19 asuring the strain, compression tests were stopped before
reaching the strain hardening range. In the calculation of
all the problems in this text the material is assumed to
have identical stress and strain diagrams under tension and
compression. Two typical stre~s and strain curves are
plotted by test data in Fig. 45. Idealized stress and strain
curves Which were used -in theoretical computation were
obtained by use of average test data, Fig. 46.
All t~e coupon test results are tabulated as.follows:
TEST RESTlLTS
.
Part I
Tension Test
78
Compression Test
Specimen Upper Yield Lower Yield
Ho~ Point Point
Kips/Inch 2 Kips/Inch 2
F'L-l 38.4 38.2
F'L-2 3707 37.4
F'L-3 39.6 :39 0 4
FU-l 35.9 35-;9
FU-2 37.2 37.2
FU-3 37.0 36,8
r Average 37.63 37.35
WI 34.4 34.2
W2 39.2 39.1
iN3 38.9 38.9
W4 .38.2 38.1
W5 3907 39.3
Average 38.08 37.92
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Part II
Tension Test
Specimen
No.
Lmver Yield
Point
Elastic
strain
Plastic
strain
• I
lJl timat~
strength.
Kips/Inch 2 Micro Inl Micro Kips/
In Inch/In Inch 2
Kips/
Inch 2
LF-l
LF-2
LF-3
LF-4
UF-l
TJIi'-2
UF-3
Average
Average
3609
3900
37.5
37.0
38.5
1280
1250
1230
1220
.1200
1250
1230
1240
1240
1270
1320
1280
1290
14700
13100
13600
15500
16300
11500
12600
15200
13900
15000·
15100
12300
314100.
652
638
629
637
617
645
678
595
636
615
690
627
644
65.2
...........~
64.8 .
64 .. 8
I
66'.0
6608
66 0 2
- ... - - -
_._-----
* Average slope of stress and strain curve in the strain
hardening range.
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Part III
Tension Test
, , 14.
Specimen Lower Yield Elastic Plastic dct* Ultimate
No. Point strain strain <rE strength
,J , ,
Kips/Inch IvIicr';, Kips! . "72 Micro Kips
Inches!In~ Inche s1n. Inc he s 2 Inches 2
UF-l 39.4 1310 17500 587 61.2
UF-2 35.4 1180 16000 580 5701
UF-3 3'7.8 1250 14500 622 63 0 3
UF-4 39.1 1300 15400 632 63 0 2
LF-1 39.3 1310 17700 620 63.5
LF-2 37.6 1250 14000 583 6303
LF'-3 37.7 1250 15700 598 63.2
LP-4 39.2 1300 17800 563 63.0
Average 38.2 1260 16100 599 62.2
VYJ. 37.3 1240 15600 682 $3.5
VI~ 43.7 1460 21000 538 67~3
v'G 43.8 1460 21300 582 69.6
W4 38.0 1260 16000 658 65.0
Average 40.7 1370 18500 615 67,#7
..
- - - - - ~ - - ~ - - ~ ~ - -
* Averag~ slope of stress and strain curve in strain
hardening range o '
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APPENDIX B
Residual Stresses
, I
" .
1- '- - f---Tcry
~~.
VII. r
.Suppose arssia.ual stress' ~ttern in a. plat,e is as shown
"
above. If this pla~e 1s under uniform compr'6,ssion force the
average stress' and s'train d,iagIG.m can be 1ntegI'ated. 'Let
.
the yield- point of the material be equal in tens! on· 'and
compression wh~n there are no 're,sidualstresses present.
The above plate will then start to, yield as the average
stress reachef;l
cr 1= (f .. f"1'"':.y,'-J~.c.
, '
. When average stt"sss exc~eds <fl,the edges of the plate
become plastl<;.
Let A :: '1/2 total cross sec~lon area of the pIa te
c'e.:ot.
, Ase 1/2 elast.io area = txo.
0-":: average stre.ss on the cross section of 'the pla.te.' ",'
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.:S
f in the above equation can be determined by measuring, or in
some oases it can be solved as an analytic(12) 'function. Xo
can be found by solving the above eq~ation.
d(f EAe xoEt =~ = --r- =E (-)u i£.8 ao
E =+ [ cry'; f {xolJ •
where Et 1s the tangen.t modulus of stress-strain curve. The.
aqove equations represent. the stress,and strain rele. tion
with the residual stress pattern fir" in th!3. plate, a diagra.m
of ~hich is shown below•
cry
··-r
I
- I
(f1 - f o -
, -/
I
_____.L~ ·J_·'__--~--
€,
..
-~~~-1~1
/,r~---~-t
I
i
cr
FIG. VII. '2
'Since the, ~aximum residual stress can not be higher'~ than'cry ,'
. ,. " J
the value af €: can not 'be higher than '2E'ee Let the maximum
comp:t:"essive residual stress in the plate be as shown:
''-
,84
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FIG.·VIl'3
When the external stre ss <f= 0, ~he shaded element under eom-
pres sive stre ss of (J.y 'has. compre,ss 1:ve strain sf £ e _ 'As the
tensile ext~rnal stre ss ;1:ncrease,s' the stress ,in. the shade'd
element als@'appr?aches the', tensile st~ess cry.s'ndwl11 be·
undera,tens1:1e strain E.-e - It 1:s obvious that ~he total
amount of strain in the' shaded area at this point is iZfe.;
~..'
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APPENDIX C
Determinati on of ini t'ial yield strength in experimental load"
deflection curves_
c
Curve
. //" D
P, _-~-il .
!,/1/ . ' I
L ~~__..:._ * __••__ ~•• ,. .~_._. _
De flee. f ion
FIG. VII. 4
oc is the calculated· theoretical load-deflection curve of
the structure· at which point B, corresponding to load P3' is
the calcUlated initial yield strength of the structure. Dotted
curve OD is plotted with the test data, the initial yield of
which is very hard to determine without a certain criterion_
Line ED drawn parallel to the ordinate axis intersects the
experimental curve at point D correspo~ding to a load P2-
-
Through D a line CD is drawn. parallel 'to AO and intersects
, .
the theoretical curve at C, which point corresponds to P4-
The initial yield load is defined by the criterion as •
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This is still an arbitrary criterion of determining
initial yield load in an experimental curve. However, the
criterion has emphasized the importance of the deflection
of the structure at initial yield load.
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(VIII) NO}fflNCLATlffiE
Constants of the material in strain hardening rangeo
cr = BE + A
Modulus of elasticity.
Tangen t modulus 0
Length of one half of the depth of an I-section.
Moment of inertia of a sectiono
Shear stress.
Yield shear stress.
Total length of a column or a beam.
Moment.
Plastic hinge moment.
Initial yield moment.
Concentrated load.
Thiokness of the web of an I-section or a plate.
Deflection.
Plastic modulus.
Transverse shear force on a-bending member.
Strain.
Normal stress.
Tensile residual stress.
Compressive residual stress.
.Yield point of. steel.
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